
Headless DAM Capabilities
Automate workflows with API-based digital asset management.

Advanced Video Transformations
Automatic quality and format delivery for progressive download as 
well as API-based transformations.

Adaptive Bitrate Video Included
Serve videos over adaptive bitrate streams like HBR to ensure videos 
start faster and adjust to device and connection speed.

Immersive Experience Capabilities
Create impressive video content from your image media
via API commands, Native 3D and AR tools for image/video creation, 
and 360 spin sets and advanced overlays for product customization.

Asset Management and Content Velocity
Store, preview, tag, and manage digital assets at scale (DAM). Create 
asset variations with AI assistance and/or predefined presets.

AI-Based Tagging and Moderation
Use native and add-on AI solutions to streamline metadata generation 
and UGC workflow moderation.

Generative AI
Eliminate repetitive tasks and enhance productivity with Generative 
Fill, Generative Replace, Generative Restore, Generative Remove, 
Generative Recolor, Auto Enahnce and Face Upscale.

Advanced AI Cropping With Object Detection
Automatic detection of objects beyond just faces for intelligent 
cropping of images and video.

Automatic Media Quality and Format
Improve Google Core Web Vitals with auto-delivery of cutting-edge 
image and video formats which can be quality-optimized on the fly to 
ensure media is delivered at the highest quality with the smallest size.

Multi-CDN Support
Optimize global content delivery with dynamic switching between 
three CDN solutions to ensure the fastest possible routing of content.

Scene7 Leading 
CDN Solution

All-in-One 
Commerce Platform

Cloudinary

Partial features

Make the Move to Cloudinary Today

Cloudinary is the image and video technology platform that makes visual experiences at global scale possible. 
Explore this table to see how Cloudinary surpasses Scene7 and other competitors with capabilities that 
accelerate operational and commercial ROI. 

The image and video features and capabilities of the anonymized companies listed here 
were taken from publicly available sources including their websites and documentation. March 2024


